
Design OUR New Badge! 
Flackwell Heath FC - one club…one identity…one badge 

 

Flackwell Heath FC was formed in 1907 and play in the Hellenic League Premier Division, their home 
ground is Wilks Park. In 1967 Flackwell Heath FC formed a youth team which went on to become 
Flackwell Heath Minors FC, their home matches are played at Green Dragon Lane. 
 
Flackwell Heath FC and Flackwell Heath Minors FC are now merging together to form ‘one club’ in 
readiness for the 2019/2020 football season we are looking for a fresh, new and inspiring badge 
design and welcome entries from the village and beyond 
 
Please keep the design simple but at the same time it should reflect what Flackwell Heath FC stands 
for and how they represent the Flackwell village, you may also want to consider the village and its 
tradition and history and what makes Flackwell unique…this link might help; 
https://localhistorygroup.org.uk/Timeline/index.html 
 
Rather than just have a blank canvas though, there are some simple rules and tips that we ask you to 
consider when designing your badge, these are: 

 To consider the club colours of red shirts/shorts/socks 

 Use big, bold and colourful designs, so you can use pencil, crayons or pens 

 Simple and clear designs work best  

 Be capable of reducing to 75mm square or a circle of 75mm diameter; 

 Be able to be digitally printed (minor adjustments may be made to the winning design to 
facilitate this). 

 
THE WINNER 
For the winner, they will receive a framed Flackwell Heath FC shirt featuring their new badge design, 
as well as the very proud and unique opportunity to see their badge design printed and worn by the 
players of Flackwell Heath FC and Flackwell Heath FC Minors 
 
THE JUDGES 
The entries will be judged by a committee of representatives from both Flackwell Heath FC and 
Flackwell Heath Minors FC and their decision will be final 
If there are no suitable or winning entries the clubs reserve the right to cancel the badge design 
competition 
Flackwell Heath FC will own and retain all copyright to the winning entry 
 
ENTRIES AND CLOSING DATE 
Please send your entries via; 
Post: Flackwell heath FC, Wilks Park, Heath End Rd, Flackwell Heath, HP10 9EA 
Email: flackwellbadge@btinternet.com 
Deadline for entries is August 31st 2019 
 
Good Luck! 
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